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Defective construction work, whether the result of inadequate design, faulty workmanship or poor materials – or some combination of these failings – is a frequent cause of legal disputes. Someone is usually to blame, either the builder or one or more of the professional consultants, or even the entire project team. It is important therefore that the project team should possess a good working knowledge of their responsibilities and liabilities.

Written by a solicitor with over twenty years of experience of building disputes, this book examines the responsibilities and liabilities of the project team when defects occur. It sets out the background role of the common law and statute and includes detailed discussion of important case law affecting the construction process from inception through to completion, together with a consideration of the impact of letters of intent, ‘no contract’ situations, and specific provisions of model conditions of contract.     

       About the Author
   

Kevin Barrett, LLB, FCIArb, is a former partner at Wragge & Co. Solicitors, Birmingham.       
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See How it's MadeDK Adult, 2007

	You probably pick up a pencil every day: but have you ever wondered how it's actually made? From chocolate bars to violins, "See How It's Made" lifts the lid on all kinds of everyday objects, foods and toys, revealing the amazing ways they are designed and manufactured. Venture behind the scenes right into the heart of busy...
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Learning RaspbianPackt Publishing, 2015

	Get up and running with Raspbian and make the most out of your Raspberry Pi


	About This Book

	
		Acquire the practical skills required to develop applications in Raspbian
	
		Interact with the Raspbian operating system via its console
	
		Explore the Raspbian GUI and the bundled console...
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Think StrategicallyPalgrave Macmillan, 2011

	Thinking is what sets human beings apart from the rest of the animal

	kingdom. And thinking is what distinguishes each individual human from

	all the others. We think differently, and that makes us different people,

	because it also makes us do things in a host of different ways. Companies

	differ too, due to the fact that they think...
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Sine Syndromes in RheumatologySpringer, 2013

	Sine syndromes (SSs) represent atypical forms of inflammatory rheumatic diseases, the courses of which are often severe. While the diagnosis of rheumatic diseases can be determined according to an established set of diagnostic criteria based on clinical characteristics and laboratory parameters, Sine Syndromes do not fulfill...
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Traktor DJ Studio Ignite!: The Visual Guide for New Users (Ignite!)Course Technology PTR, 2005
Here is your introduction to the fundamentals of one of Native Instruments's most popular software products, Traktor DJ Studio. Whether you're a new user of Traktor DJ, a new hobbyist DJ, or a professional with little digital experience, this book provides step-by-step instructions with many visuals to guide you through the basics of this powerful...
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The Element of FireTor Books, 1994
"The Element of Fire is a powerful fantasy." -- Locus Magazine, 1993 

   Scientific magic and fairy magic collide headlong in the   threatened kingdom of Ile-Rien, where the Captain of the Queen's Guard   fights a perilous battle standing between opposing forces seeking to   topping the kingdom's young king. Reprint....
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